
increased corrosion resistance – higher strength
for glass melting electrodes

MoZrO2

A new advanced material

MoZrO2 has been developed especially to be used for glass melting electrodes. By doping molybdenum with small amounts of 

ZrO2 the properties of molybdenum are improved considerably. It offers higher corrosion resistance against molten glass as well 

as increased high temperature strength. The excellent thermal and electrical conductivity as well as the good machining ability 

of molybdenum remain unchanged. Therefore MoZrO2 is the most suitable material to solve corrosion problems of glass melting 

electrodes.

Superior high temperature strength

The steady creep rate of MoZrO2 at 1600 ˚C / 2912 ˚F is approximately 5 times lower than of pure molybdenum. The tensile strength 

and the 0.2 % proof stress are considerably higher than for pure molybdenum .1 The usage of MoZrO2 allows high active lengths 

in the melt and drastically reduces the risk of sagging electrodes during operation.

Mechanical properties of Mo and Mo 5 Vol.-% ZrO2

Creep test at 1600 °C / 2912 °F in vaccum 
Creep stress of 15MPa

Notch tensile test at 800 °C / 1472 °F in vacuum

Creep Rate
[s-1]

Tensile Strength
[N/mm2]

0.2-Proof Stress
[N/mm2]

Elongation
[%]

Mo 4.4 x 10-6 226 97 16.9

Mo 5% ZrO2 9.5 x 10-7 335 246 6.3

Mean values of samples taken from the middle section and the edge of a rod, diameter 43 mm.



We reserve the right to make technical changes for improvement of the product.

PLANSEE MoZrO2-doped molybdenum PLANSEE standard molybdenum Molybdenum (other supplier)

Comparison of the corrosion behavior of molybdenum materials in molten antimony

Test condition: 12 h soaking at 1200  °C / 2192 °F; + 14 h thermal cycling

 between 880 °C / 1616 °F and 1000 °C / 1832 °F with a half cycle period of 24 min 3

Reduction of sample radius (mm)
Factor

I II average

Molybdenum (other supplier) 1692 1420 1556 1.8

PLANSEE standard GME molybdenum 1440 ---- 1440 1.6

PLANSEE ZrO2-doped molybdenum 943 821 882 1
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PLANSEE supplies high performance molybdenum glass melting electrodes in optimized quality for high efficiency in glass melting:

 - High purity - Optimized creep resistance

 - Specially forged surface condition - Short delivery time from stock

 - SIBOR® coating for guaranteed - Guaranteed quality inspection

  oxidation protection during start-up  according to ISO 9001

1 Gohlke et al, 1997, 14th Plansee Seminar Reutte, A
2 Martinz/Matej/Leichtfried, 2001, 15th Plansee Seminar Reutte, A
3 Matej et al, 2007, Glass Conference Teplice, CZ

Excellent corrosion resistance

Compared to pure molybdenum MoZrO2 shows higher corrosion resistance in white and green glasses as well as in Sb2O3-melt and 

Sb2O3-refined glass. Already in 2001 Martinz / Matej / Leichtfried discovered that MoZrO2 considerably reduces the corrosion rate 

in glass melts.2 In white sulfate-refined container glass the corrosion rate is decreased by approximately 25 %, in green glass by 

approximately 45 %. 

New investigations by Prof. Dr. J. Matej at the Laboratory of Inorganic Materials of the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry ASCR in Pra-

gue demonstrate the corrosion behavior of MoZrO2 against antimony.3 Matej compared pure molybdenum and MoZrO2 in antimony 

melt at elevated temperatures. In demanding isothermal and thermal cycling tests the diameter reduction of MoZrO2 samples was 

43 % lower than of pure molybdenum. Optical and electron microscopy were carried out in order to find the mechanism of corrosion 

pevention. Most likely the combination of a fine grain structure and the presence of chemically resistant ZrO2 in the grain boundaries 

at the same time reduce the progress of grain boundary damage.

Dimensions of sample after testing in molten antimony

7002112 - EN 09.09 (100)


